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About Abbott Risk Consulting (ARC)
Abbott Risk Consulting Ltd (ARC) is an independent, British SME providing safety case and professional
engineering services to the UK Nuclear Industry. We are pleased to be able to offer our clients an
independent, responsive, value for money and quality service, which has been demonstrated over many
years working in the sector.
ARC is entirely employee-owned and our people have extensive experience of helping clients comply
with regulatory and statutory requirements. We work on behalf of clients across Nuclear, Defence, Oil &
Gas and Transportation industries, in both the public and private sectors.
ARC’s Nuclear Business Unit is responsible for over 30% of the company’s £19M turnover. This Business
Unit growth has been achieved through the extensive experience of our staff across a wide range of
projects. ARC is committed to extending its skill base through continuous professional development and
alliances with other industry experts.
ARC is a corporate member of both the UK Nuclear Institute and the UK Nuclear Industry Association.
We are ISO9001:2008 certified.
ARC is proud to have be recognised as one of the Sunday Times 100 Best Small Companies to Work
For. We have achieved a top 100 placing in the six years ARC has participated in the scheme.
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High Quality Technical Resource
• ARC employs approximately 100 consultants qualified to degree level
• We have extensive experience across high hazard industries, specifically in the Civil Nuclear,
Defence, Oil and Gas, Rail, Renewable and Marine sectors
• ARC is one of the largest suppliers of decommissioning safety cases to the UK civil nuclear sector
• ARC provides safety case support to operational nuclear facilities, including power stations and
enrichment facilities
• The majority of our people are registered with the UK Engineering Council as Chartered Engineers
• We have a database containing details of over 4,000 associate consultants (60 of whom are
actively engaged on long term projects at any one time)
• All our people have a broad range of UK civil nuclear modern standards safety experience (across
the majority of current UK Licensees)
• Several of our consultants have been integral to the production of high profile new build safety case
documents

“ARC is all about our people. They make this a great place to work and I never cease to
be impressed by their talent and dedication. They are all prepared to go that extra mile
to ensure our clients are satisfied and this is reflected in high levels of repeat business.”
John Abbott
Managing Director
Abbott Risk Consulting
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Group Clients
Our consultants support private and public sector organisations including:
AMEC Foster Wheeler
Atkins
AWE
Axiom Alliance
Balfour Beatty
Boulting
Capenhurst Nuclear Services (CNS)
Cavendish Nuclear
CH2M Hill
Chester Simplex
Costain
Dounreay Site Restoration Limited (DSRL)
EDF Generation
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James Fisher (Nuclear) Ltd
JGC Engineering
Magnox
Mott MacDonald
NNL - Safety Consultancy Services
NSG Environmental Ltd
Nuclear Technologies
ONR – Office For Nuclear Regulation
Progressive Alliance
Rolls-Royce
RWM
Sellafield Ltd
URENCO UK
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Nuclear Framework Agreement Contracts
ARC has nuclear framework agreement contracts in place with:
• AMEC Foster Wheeler and CH2M Hill – DSRL (Dounreay Site Restoration Limited) – Safety Case
support
• Capenhurst Nuclear Services (CNS) – Safety Case Support
• LLWR – Low Level Waste Repository – Safety consultancy service
• Magnox – Safety Case support
• Radioactive Waste Management (RWM) – Safety Case Support
• Sellafield Safety & Risk Management (via the Progressive and Axiom Alliances for the DSA (Design
Services Alliance Contract) – Safety Case services
• Unity Alliance (Main client NSG Environmental) – Provide Direct Research Portfolio Services to the
NDA (Nuclear Decommissioning Authority)
• URENCO UK – Safety Case support
The projects that fall under these nuclear framework agreements have been both substantial in terms of
safety case requirements and in value – ranging from £150K to in excess of £3M.

“The ARC Team were given a tight programme and they performed admirably
delivering their requirements timeously and to a high standard.”
Robin Watts
Senior Structural Engineer
DSRL
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Skills and Capability
Safety and Environmental Engineering
• Safety Case Preparation
• Hazard Identification and Analysis (i.e. HAZOP,
HAZID, SWIFT, FMEA and Fault Tree/Event Tree
Analysis)
• Deterministic Safety Assessment
• Probabilistic Safety Assessment
• As Low As Reasonably Practicable (ALARP)
Justifications
• Independent Peer Review/Independent Technical
Assessment
• Availability, Reliability & Maintainability (ARM)
Studies
• Radiological Consequence Assessment
• Other Consequence Assessment (e.g. Explosion
Modelling)
• Safety Strategy, Standards and Policy Review
• Safety Integrity Level (SIL) Assessments
• Environmental Impact Assessments (including
BPEO, BPM and BAT)
• Through Life Safety Case Management
• Human Factors
• Radiation Shielding Assessment
Engineering Support Services
• Maintenance Management Optimisation
• Optioneering and Feasibility Studies
• Engineering Substantiation
• Condition Assessment and Survey
• Specialist Studies (e.g. Electromagnetic
Interference/Electromagnetic Compatibility)
• Project Management and Action Tracking,
Configuration Control and Database Development
• Design Management
• Computational Fluid Dynamics
• Project Audit and Design Review
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Risk Management
• Risk/Safety/Quality Management Systems
Development
• Design Authority Support
• Safety Management System Audit
• Legislation Review
• Root Cause Analysis
• Emergency Planning
• Regulatory Compliance Studies
• Risk Identification and Analysis
• Performance Measurement and Improvement
• Risk Based Technical Documentation Solutions
• Quantified Risk Assessment
• Control of Substances Hazardous to Health
(COSHH) Management
• Safety Culture Assessment and Improvement
• REACH Management

Mechanical Analysis Services
• Static and Dynamic Analysis of Systems,
Structures and Components (SSCs)
• Response of Structures to Blast and Impact
Loading
• Seismic Assessment through Quasi-static and
Transient Analysis
• Thermal Modelling
• Stress and Loading Assessments for Compliance
with Industry Standard Codes (BS, EN, ISO,
ASME, DIN)
• Fatigue and Fracture Analysis
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Civil Nuclear Projects
ARC has extensive experience of developing Nuclear Safety Cases, successfully delivered on time and
to budget, for the handling and storage of ILW and the decommissioning of Nuclear Fuel Cooling Ponds
and associated infrastructure.
Recent projects include:

Safety Case Support to Capenhurst Nuclear Services Ltd
ARC is providing safety assessment and safety case expertise to Capenhurst Nuclear Services Ltd
(CNS), a centre of excellence for the handling and storage of uranic materials. CNS operates a busy
site, with ongoing project development in the sorting, classification, recycling, disposal and storage of
contaminated and uranic materials, and manages a considerable and varied stock of legacy materials
from the UK’s historic nuclear operations.
ARC provides a small on-Site team, capable of responding rapidly to the varied programme of works,
delivering a range of expertise including radiological, chemotoxic and conventional safety expertise. Over
the period of works, as well as providing all the deterministic and probabilistic safety assessment required
by the many ongoing projects, this included facilitating optioneering, HAZOP and HAZCON studies,
conducting and reporting Annual Reviews of Safety Case, carrying out Engineering Substantiation and
providing ad hoc advice and guidance on equipment design, and safety and reliability requirements.
The deployed staff, drawing on their own significant experience as well as wider support from the rest of
the company, successfully supported a large number of strategic projects for the client and provided fitfor-purpose modern standards safety cases in a pragmatic and supportive manner. This on-Site team
is supplemented on an as-required basis with specialist support from our offices within the UK offering,
inter alia, Regulatory support, Human Factors (task analysis, ergonomic assessment and human error
analysis), Safety Management System design and nuclear baseline design.

Hinkley Point A
ARC is providing nuclear Safety
Cases at Hinkley Point A to allow
approval to undertake use of emerging
decommissioning
technologies
for
first time UK nuclear industry use.
Technologies include ultra-high-pressure
liquid nitrogen blasting to remove and
collect layers of surface contamination
from concrete and metal without
generating a secondary waste stream.

“Impressed with the calibre
and technical ability of the ARC
staff... and their enthusiasm and
willingness to complete work in a
timely, efficient manner.”

Trawsfynydd Nuclear Power Station
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Graeme Elliot
Safety Case Project Manager
Magnox
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Hunterston ‘A’ Intermediate Level Waste Store
ARC provided the Safety Case services for the Magnox Hunterston A ILW store. The store was subject
to vault reconfiguration and ARC provided the safety justification for this modification. In addition a
justification for the temporary storage of ungrouted solid waste in RWMD-compliant boxes was provided
to give the client flexibility in their site decommissioning strategy.
ARC was responsible for overall design management of the project and had significant input to the
production of the design substantiation reports by the various design organisations. ARC produced the
procedural documentation associated with management of the Inactive and Active Commissioning and
provided personnel to supervise the Inactive Commissioning process on behalf of the Hunterston ‘A’ ILW
Store Alliance. ARC has now published the Operational Safety Report for the store to allow full operation
of the store to proceed.
In support of this project, ARC also carried out specialist assessments, such as CFD analysis of the
reconfigured vault. This study demonstrated that air flow through the vault would not be significantly
affected by the vault reconfiguration. It also established that there would not be a localised build up of
explosive or radioactive gases, or a humid atmosphere that could lead to a short or longer-term fault
conditions.

Chapelcross Pond Facility
ARC provided the lead Safety Case role for a number of highhazard decommissioning activities for the Pond Facility at
Chapelcross in Dumfriesshire. The role included safety case
production as well as focus on compliance with extant safety
cases and Company Standards.
Recent Safety Cases have included a submission for a
modification to Pond 1 to allow it to provide an interim storage
location for ILW and another for the re-alignment of displaced
skips dislodged during operations. In addition to these, ARC
also produced submissions for the introduction of an alternative
sampling methodology to allow samples to be taken from the
Pond in a safer manner as well as for a trial of the proposed
MAETP filtration system and also a safety case for the
de-sludging and cleaning of the Detention Tanks which hold
liquid effluent generated by the site prior to discharge.
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“ARC
have
delivered
several good quality safety
cases in support of the
decommissioning of the
Pond Facility.
They have worked well with
a variety of stakeholders,
including the project team,
the site and the Regulator”
Mark Blackley
Engineering Manager
Chapelcross
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Sellafield Pond Retrievals Project
ARC provided design and safety case support to the Pond Retrievals Project throughout the project
lifecycle, from concept design through to commissioning. A wide range of Human Factors activities
were undertaken, including:
• Human Factors strategy development
• Analysis of tasks important to safety to determine demands on personnel in terms of perception,
decision making and action
• Human Factors review of the equipment/tooling design to retrieve sludge from the pond and move
skips around the pond
• Human Factors input into the design of control rooms, workspaces, user interfaces, etc. to ensure
an optimal balance between operator requirements, project constraints and best practice/standards
• Human Factors specialist input to various HAZOP and design review meetings
• Walk-through of safety-related tasks and other key operator activities in-line with performance
requirements
• Human Factors substantiation of the operator claims presented in the various Radiological Safety
Assessments
• Definition and demonstration of the delivery of operator performance requirements via test rigs and
trials
• Input to/review of operating and maintenance procedures

Dounreay Site Restoration Ltd
ARC has significant experience of the provision of
Engineering Substantiation and Safety Case services
to DSRL over the last ten years.
ARC has recently completed a LC15 review of the
Dounreay Cementation Plant (DCP). This project
required the reassessment of the extant Safety Case
against modern standards, notably with regard to Low
Consequence methodology, which allowed a significant
number of previously claimed safety systems to be
screened out from the justification.
ARC is also providing safety case authors to various
projects through secondments at the Dounreay site.
Other example projects include D1208 electrical
upgrade safety justification; ATO89 safety justification;
D2001, D2670, D1209, ATO78 & 89, WRACS and
PFR Structural Engineering Substantiation.

“We have a strong reputation for delivering on time with limited regulatory comment
and review. We get it right first time and on time”
Jon Baggs
Nuclear Director
Abbott Risk Consulting
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Location and
contact details
Offices:

Edinburgh
Glasgow
Manchester
Taunton
Cheltenham
Bristol
London
Adelaide
Melbourne
Perth (WA)
Sydney

Contact: Jon Baggs

CEng, FIMechE, MSaRS

Nuclear Director

Abbott Risk Consulting Ltd
11 Albyn Place
Edinburgh
EH2 4NG
United Kingdom
t:
m:
e:
w:

+44 (0) 131 220 0164
+44 (0) 773 487 7190
jon.baggs@consultarc.com
www.consultarc.com

© Copyright Abbott Risk Consulting Ltd
All rights reserved.
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